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Jeff Jones is an Albany-based political strategist and lobbyist for environmental and clean energy causes. A former reporter covering New York State politics and policy, Jeff now works to communicate complicated policy issues to lawmakers and the public. He is part of the Alliance for Clean Energy New York's communications team, with a focus on advocacy for the development and siting of large scale renewable projects to help meet the state's clean energy and climate goals. Prior to starting his own firm, Jeff Jones Strategies, he spent 11 years as the communications director for a statewide environmental organization. In addition to representing numerous environmental organizations, he serves on the boards of WeAct for Environmental Justice, John Brown Lives! and the League of Conservation Voters Capital Region chapter.

About the Alliance for Clean Energy New York: The Alliance for Clean Energy New York (ACE NY) is a broad coalition dedicated to promoting clean energy, energy efficiency, a healthy environment, and a strong economy for the Empire State, and is New York’s premier advocate for the rapid adoption of renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies.

www.aceny.org